We propose a machine reading comprehension model based on the compare-aggregate framework with two-staged attention that achieves state-of-the-art results on the MovieQA question answering dataset. To investigate the limitations of our model as well as the behavioral difference between convolutional and recurrent neural networks, we generate adversarial examples to confuse the model and compare to human performance. Furthermore, we assess the generalizability of our model by analyzing its differences to human inference, drawing upon insights from cognitive science.
Introduction
Current state-of-the-art deep learning (DL) models outperform other techniques in many tasks including computer vision (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) , speech recognition and more recently natural language processing (NLP) (Collobert et al., 2011) . Neural-based NLP systems often use word embeddings (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Mikolov et al., 2013) which are then fed into a convolutional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1990; Waibel et al., 1990) or a recurrent neural network (RNN) (Elman, 1990; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) for further classification. These approaches proved to be successful for many NLP tasks (Mikolov et al., 2010; Kim, 2014; Hu et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014) . Along with the success of DL in a wide range of applications, adversarial examples -that aim to confuse the system -have gained popularity in a wide range of research communities such as computer vision and NLP, since they can reveal the limitations in the generalizability of the models. As opposed to adversarial examples in computer vision, which are computed on continuous data and can thus easily be imperceptible if desired, adversarial attacks in NLP entail the necessity to perform discrete and perceptible changes to the data. Thus, attack methods for computer vision such as the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) cannot be directly applied to NLP.
Machine comprehension has recently received increased interest in the NLP community (Yang et al., 2015; Tapaswi et al., 2016; Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016) . Neural network models perform reasonably well on many data sets with different question answering setups, e.g. multiple choice or answer generation (Wang and Jiang, 2016; Yu et al., 2018) .
Among others, Wang and Jiang (2016) proposed the compare-aggregate framework, which uses an attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) to compare the question and candidate answers, and a CNN to aggregate information. However, there is still an ongoing debate whether CNNs or RNNs are more suitable to NLP (Yin et al., 2017) , and the behavioral differences between them are still under research. Many papers reported remarkable gains when combining these two models in ensembles (Deng and Platt, 2014; Zhou et al., 2015; Vu et al., 2016) , since they process information in different ways and thus are complimentary to each other.
Despite the seemingly high accuracies of many models on machine comprehension tasks, Jia and Liang (2017) argued that many questions in such datasets are easily solvable by superficial cues. They showed with adversarial examples that most models can be easily tricked by modifications on the data which do not confuse humans. Similarly, Sanchez et al. (2018) performed controlled experiments on the robustness of several Natural Language Inference models by altering hypernym, hyponym, and antonym relations in the data. Both studies revealed a major weakness of the models: They largely rely on pattern matching instead of human decision-making processes as required in the tasks, including heuristics (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011) and elimination by aspects (Tversky, 1972) .
In this paper, we implement two machine comprehension models based on the compareaggregate framework with a hierarchical attention structure using CNNs and RNNs. First we show that we achieve state-of-the-art results on the MovieQA multiple choice question answering dataset (Tapaswi et al., 2016) outperforming other systems by a large margin. 1 Second, we investigate the different behavior of the two systems applying adversarial attacks in a systematic way. To our best knowledge, this is the first work exploring the difference between CNNs and RNNs by such an approach. Third, we present a detailed comparison between human and machine reading comprehension, giving insights when and why our systems fail. Therefore, these insights are important for future research towards enhancing machine comprehension systems loosely inspired by human processing. All code necessary to reproduce our experimental results is made available. 2 2 Hierarchical Attention-based
Compare-Aggregate Model
The basis for our model is the compare-aggregate model with attention (Wang and Jiang, 2016 ) that has been shown effective for reading comprehension. We extend the model in two aspects that lead to significant improvements. Given a preprocessed matrix-representation of the question Q, a text (movie plot) P , and k answer candidates A 1 . . . A k , the main idea of Wang and Jiang (2016) 's compare-aggregate model is to compare P to Q and each A j and then aggregate this information into a vector to derive a confidence score c j for each answer candidate. Wang and Jiang (2016) concatenate all plot sentences and do not leverage the inherent structuring of the text into sentences. Inspired by the recent success of hierarchical models in NLP (Sordoni et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; we extend the model to perform comparison and aggregation on the word and sentence level separately (see Figure 1) . Specifically, we first apply the compare-aggregate model to each plot sentence P i individually to obtain question and answer-weighted representations T w q i , T w a ij for each sentence. We then run the aggregation operation on each sentence representation individually to obtain sentence vector representations r p ij . The sentence representations are concatenated to obtain a plot representation r p j , which enters the sentence level of comparison and aggregation that mirrors the word level architecture.
As a second modification of the base model, we implement an RNN-based aggregation function to replace the CNN-based aggregation originally proposed by Wang and Jiang (2016) . In the following we detail the building blocks of our hierarchical attention-based compare-aggregate model as depicted in Figure 1 .
Preprocessing We represent the words in the question q, the plot sentences p i and the answer candidates a j by pretrained embeddings to obtain matrices Q, P , A j . We project them to lower dimensional Q, P, A j via the following operation:
Attention The attention operation weights the plot regarding the question or a candidate answer.
where X on the word level represents Q or an answer candidate A j and on the sentence level r q or r a j . 3 Comparison The comparison operation performs an element-wise comparison of each h l in H with its counterparts q l /a j l on the word level and r q /r a j on the sentence level, respectively. Wang and Jiang (2016) compared many comparison functions. Here we use only the SUBMULT function since it performed best for MovieQA:
where denotes element-wise multiplication and x l corresponds to entries of Q/A j or r q /r a j . Figure 1 : Hierarchical compare-aggregate model to compute the confidence score c j of a preprocessed answer candidate A j given question Q and plot P = P 1 . . . P n .
Aggregation The goal of the aggregation operation is to condense the information of a variablelength sequence into a single vector. Wang and Jiang (2016) implemented the aggregation operation as a single-layer CNN following Kim (2014) . Specifically, they used a 1D convolution with filter sizes {1,3,5}, to capture unigrams, trigrams and 5-grams.
where [z 1 . . . z m ] on the word level corresponds to the sequence of row vectors of Q, T w = T w q i |T w a ij , A j , and on the sentence level to that of T s = T s q |T s a j . While CNNs are effective in modeling locationindependent n-gram patterns, they cannot capture longer-range dependencies. Yet, we argue that it is important to also consider the context of the matched phrases. This motivates our proposed sequential aggregation function based on a singlelayer unidirectional RNN with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) .
By performing 1-max pooling over the outputs of aggregate CNN or aggregate we obtain a single vector r (representing r q , r p ij , r a j on the word level, or r s j on the sentence level):
We share the weights between the comparison and aggregation operations within the word and sentence level but not across levels.
Prediction We map each aggregated answerspecific plot representation r s j to a confidence score c j by two dense layers with shared weights for all answer candidates and of which the first uses tanh activation and the second one no activation function. The confidence scores are normalized to form a probability distribution p 1 . . . p k by a softmax operation.
Experimental Set-Up
The hyperparameters for our models are provided in §A.1 in the appendix.
Data
We evaluate our models on the MovieQA dataset (Tapaswi et al., 2016 ) that contains 14,944 multiple-choice questions on 408 movies collected by human annotators. The questions vary from simple "who" or "when" to more complex "why" or "how" question types. Each question is provided along with five candidate answers of which only one is correct.
While the dataset contains multiple sources of information about the movie contents such as videos, subtitles, and movie scripts, here we focus on answering the questions only from plot synopses. Plot synopses are summaries of the movies collected from Wikipedia that mostly describe the actions happening in the story. They were used as references for the question collection and so far yield the best results on the dataset according to the MovieQA leaderboard. Figure 2 shows a sample question together with its candidate answers and an excerpt of the corresponding movie plot which contains the necessary information to answer the question. The dataset is split into 9,848 training, 1,958 development and 3,138 test questions, respectively. Note that the test set accuracies can only be evaluated by submitting the predictions to the server. 
Results
We train 11 models with different random initializations for both the CNN and RNN-LSTM aggregation function and form majority-vote ensembles of the nine models with the highest validation accuracy. Table 1 shows the accuracies of ensembles of our proposed model variations in comparison to the published results on the MovieQA validation and test set. To the best of our knowledge, the results of Wang and Jiang (2016) and Dzendzik et al. (2017) were achieved by single models, while the results of corresponds to an ensemble of multiple models.
All our hierarchical single and ensemble models outperform the previous state of the art on both the validation and test set. With a test accuracy of 85.12, the RNN-LSTM ensemble achieves a new state of the art that is more than five percentage points above the previous best result.
The hierarchical structure is crucial for the model's success. Adding it to the CNN that oper- Table 1 : MovieQA accuracies for previously published results and our proposed single models (best out of 11) and ensembles (nine best out of 11).
ates only at word level 5 causes a pronounced improvement on the validation set. Furthermore, the RNN-LSTM aggregation function is superior to aggregation via CNNs, improving the validation accuracy by 1.5 percentage points. While this improvement is statistically significant, 6 combining both aggregation functions by ensembling the nine best CNN and RNN-LSTM models each, yields a small but statistically insignificant improvement of 0.41 percentage points over the RNN-LSTM ensemble on the validation set. This might explain why the RNN-LSTM ensemble even outperforms the CNN RNN-LSTM ensemble on the test set by a small margin. The difference in test set performance between these two ensembles is likely not significant. We cannot test this as the test set is not released and only accuracy values can be obtained for model evaluation on the test set.
Impact of Sentence Attention
The sentence attention allows us to get more insight into the models' inner state. For example, it allows us to check whether the model actually focuses on relevant sentences in order to answer the questions. The MovieQA dataset provides human annotations of the minimal set of plot sentences required to answer a question. In average, 1.15/1.11 sentences in the training/validation set are marked as containing the clue to the answer. We leverage this information and compute the ranks of these relevant plot sentences according to the models' sentence attention distribution. We extract the plot sentence relevance scores after the sentence-level comparison operation as average of T s q and T s a j , where a j corresponds to the selected answer of the model. As Table 2 reveals, both model variants pay most attention to the relevant plot sentences for 70% of the cases. Identifying the relevant sentences is an important success factor: Relevant sentences are ranked highest only in 35% of the incorrectly solved questions.
Limitations
To help us identifying the models' weaknesses, we design a series of systematic adversarial attacks. These attacks are defined in different categories depending on the linguistic level (word vs. sentence level) and the knowledge of the adversaries (black-box vs. white-box). According to the taxonomy proposed by Yuan et al. (2017) , black-box and white-box attacks differ in the access of the adversary to the trained neural network model. In black-box settings, the adversary acts as a standard user that has only access to the output of the model in form of labels or confidence scores. In contrast, the adversary in white-box settings has access to all the details of the models such as training data, network architectures and hyperparameters. In this work, the white-box adversary has access to the attention weights of the model at the word and sentence level. We apply all our attacks to the nine selected models (see §4) for each aggregation type.
Word-level Black-box Attack
Adversarial examples for image recognition are typically created by adding some imperceptible noise Goodfellow et al., 2015) , yet this is difficult to do for natural lan- guage because of its discrete nature. The closest analogue would be paraphrasing but high-quality paraphrases are difficult to obtain automatically: Recent attempts with a sophisticated paraphrasegeneration system based on a large paraphrase database yielded about 20% contradicting adversarial examples (Iyyer et al., 2018) . Thus, we designed an adversarial black-box attack on the questions based on manual lexical substitution. We inspected the 106 most frequent words of the validation set questions and manually defined lexical substitutions of single words and multiword expressions of up to two tokens wherever applicable. We made sure that the lexical substitutions were meaning preserving and resulted in grammatical sentences in all contexts. 7 Our final set of 51 substitution rules resulted in a modification of 25% of the validation set questions.
As can be seen from Table 3 , the models are quite robust against meaning-preserving lexical substitutions: The accuracy drops by less than one percentage point for all ensembles. Although the differences are small, the RNN-LSTM and CNN RNN-LSTM ensembles are even less affected by lexical substitutions than the CNN ensemble. By only modifying the questions, we have likely reduced their lexical overlap with the answer candidates and the plots. The robustness of the models against this attack can probably be attributed to the pretrained GloVe embeddings, which allow it to generalize for semantically equivalent lexical choices. Stronger attacks involving substitutions with more infrequent words that do not appear in the pretrained embeddings could show the limitation of the models in this respect. We leave the automatic generation of further-reaching adversarial examples based on paraphrases to future work. 
Word-level White-box Attack
We performed a word-level white-box adversarial attack in which we used the models' internal attention distributions to explicitly target the plot words they base their decision on. More precisely, in this experiment we leveraged the models' sentencelevel attention distribution to find the plot sentence it gave most weight to conditioned on the correct answer. In this sentence, the k words that received most attention were then exchanged by randomly chosen words from the MovieQA vocabulary. As Figure 3 reveals, already modifying the single most important word in the most important sentence has a large effect on the average performance of both the CNN and RNN-LSTM models. For increasing k, the RNN-LSTM versions appeared to be a bit more robust against the attack, but for k ≥ 10 the difference shrinks and the accuracy of both models drops to only about 30%. This experiment shows that manipulating the most relevant plot information by removing important words makes the model fail quickly, since it is no longer able to draw correct conclusions for the questions without the necessary plot context. Although the human annotator proved more robust against this attack for a small number of replaced words, increasing k beyond five showed the same drastic decline in performance. Table 4 : Adversarial accuracies on 200 random validation questions under the sentence-level black-box attacks (averaged results of nine models).
Sentence-level Black-box Attacks
In order to find out to which extent our models are susceptible to distracting information added to the plot, we adapt the AddAny attack by Jia and Liang (2017) originally designed for the SQuAD reading comprehension dataset. This adversarial attack consists of adding a distractor sentence s at the end of the plot, regardless of grammaticality. The word sequence s = w 1 w 2 . . . w 10 is initialized by ten common English words. Then each word is greedily changed from a pool of 20 random common words (AddC) to minimize the model's confidence score for the correct answer. We refer the reader to Jia and Liang (2017) for the full details of this attack. Likewise we generate adversarial sentences using a pool of ten random common words for each w i in conjunction with all question words (AddQ) or additionally the words from all incorrect answer candidates (AddQA). While these attacks do not take any particular measures to prevent the added sentence from contradicting the correct answer, this is very unlikely given the ungrammatical nature of the generated word sequences.
The first two rows in Table 4 show the effect of appending a random sentence to the plot. 8 The impact on performance is fairly small indicating the robustness of both models. However, after only two epochs of optimizing the selected words in the added sentence, the performance drops markedly under all variants of the sentence-level black-box attacks as displayed in the two bottom rows of and incorrect answers (AddQA) is most detrimental and causes both models to perform at or even below chance level. The models' performance under AddQ, where the distractor sentence does not contain answer candidate words, is much higher than under AddQA. We observe that the models can be easily distracted by adding a single sequence of significant words, even though it bears no semantic relation to the rest of the plot. This suggests that both models heavily rely on the content of the provided answer candidates and might just perform matching of learned patterns to select the right answer. Another observation is that the RNN-LSTM models outperform the CNN models by a large margin under all attacks. The stronger the attack, the larger is the performance gap, indicating that RNNs depend less on pattern matching and are less prone to this kind of attack. Figure 5 and 6 in the appendix provide an example of the sentence and word attention distributions of a CNN model before and after the AddQA attack.
To test the transferability of the adversarial examples across models, we test the CNN models on the adversarial examples optimized to fool the RNN models and vice versa. As Table 5 shows, the performance of both models is degraded to the same level independent of the model the attack was optimized for. This suggests that both models suffer from similar weaknesses.
A straightforward way to try to improve the models' robustness against adversarial attacks is to mix some adversarial examples into the training data. Jia and Liang (2017) evaluated this for the AddAny attack on SQuAD and found that training on a mix of adversarial and original samples indeed improves the performance with respect to this specific adversarial attack. Yet a slight change of the attack, e.g. adding the distracting sentence as first instead of last sentence, made the adversarially-trained models to fail almost as badly as without adversarial training. Therefore, Table 6 : Adversarial accuracies on the validation set under the sentence-level white-box attack based on removal of the plot sentence with highest attention (averaged results of nine models).
we argue that it is more promising to look for general improvements of the model than training on adversarial examples generated by a specific attack.
Sentence-level White-box Attack
Instead of modifying the words in the sentence we also attempted to attack the model by removing the whole plot sentence with the highest attention.
In this experiment, we wanted to test (1) if the model really focuses on the most important sentence, so it would become more difficult to answer the question, and (2) if the model is able to pick up more subtle cues or perform answer elimination to still be able to infer the correct answer with some confidence. As can be seen from Table 6 , the accuracy decreases dramatically for both models by removing only one plot sentence. This proves that the model indeed focuses on the correct sentence where the hint to answer a question is given. These results correspond to those of the white-box attack at word level with a large number k of modified words. For the remaining 30% of correctly answered questions we observed that sometimes the models still were able to answer correctly because of the context information provided in other plot sentences. We also measured human performance under this attack on 20 randomly sampled questions on distinct plots, where the sentence containing the answer information was removed. A single annotator (one of the authors of this paper) achieved 55% accuracy on this task, which is way above chance level and the models' performance. The human reported to be able to answer nine questions with reasonable confidence by deducing from other information distributed across the plots; two answers were correct by guessing. Answering the questions under this attack took a lot of time and effort. This highlights the weakness of the model to give answers in more complex scenarios where the answer is less obvious.
In order to gain insights how to further improve machine reading comprehension, we performed a case study in which a human was asked to answer difficult questions that none of 11 CNN or RNN-LSTM models solved correctly. The human evaluator obtained the plots and the questions with the corresponding five answer candidates; having access to the information in the same manner as the models. There are clear motifs in the type of reasoning and logic required, inherent to human cognition. In this light, we aim at inferring the gap between the model's and human cognitive information processing to identify problems followed by potential solutions.
Since we were especially interested in getting insights on human strategies for the cases where our models failed, 50 difficult questions of the CNN models in the validation set were analyzed by a human evaluator. All of the questions were correctly answered by the human evaluator noticing several key postulates: textual entailment, choice by elimination, referential knowledge and their combination (Hummel and Holyoak, 2005) .
Textual entailment is required to solve 60% of the questions, such as the question "What do Matt, Steve, and Andrew record themselves doing weeks after their experience in the woods?" with the relevant sentence "Weeks later, Andrew, Matt, and Steve record themselves as they display telekinetic abilities, but begin bleeding from their noses when they overexert themselves". The human predicts the correct answer, "Moving objects with their mind", based on world knowledge of the word telekinetic. A further example in this regard is the question "Do the robbers take people in the bank as hostage?" with the relevant sentence "They seize control of a Manhattan bank and take the employees and patrons hostage." The human picks the correct answer "Yes, they do", as people in the bank is a hypernym of employees and patrons in this context. Lacking notion of these semantic relations, the model answers incorrectly.
The process of elimination and heuristics proved essential to solve 44% of the questions. One example is "Where is New Penzance located?" with the relevant sentence "In September 1965, on a New England island called New Penzance, 12-year-old orphan Sam Shakusky is attending Camp Ivanhoe [. . . ]". The human could not infer the answer "Off the coast of North Carolina" from reading the plot alone, as this region is not inherently known to be associated with New England, the location mentioned in the plot. However, by using the process of elimination and heuristics, the annotator was able to deduce the likely answer with the certainty that the other candidates are less likely correct. Additionally, with the ranking of keywords, humans can infer the correct answer in examples such as the question "What kind of classes does Toula take up?", with the relevant sentence "After some persuasion by his wife, Maria [. . . ] , Gus reluctantly permits Toula to begin taking computer classes at a local community college [. . . ] ". In this case, the human identified the keywords classes and Toula. The word classes obtains a higher ranking as it appears in three of the five possible answers. Ultimately, the correct prediction was made using ranking and the main keyword to find the correct answer, "Computer classes".
Referential knowledge is presumed in 36% of the questions, e.g. in the question "What does Stigman do with the money?" with the relevant sentence "After the heist, Stigman follows orders to betray Trench and escape with the money, managing to pull his gun right as Trench is about to pull his own". The human chooses the correct answer "He takes it", however the models select either "He splits it with Trench" or "He leaves it in the vault". When analyzing the plot, we can see that the two pronouns, He and it, are ambiguous to the models but clear to the human, leading to incorrect model predictions. The variance is due to the notion that humans have the ability to understand the referents from the plot. Another example where lack of referential knowledge effects the models' performances, but not the human, can be observed with the question "What happens to any human who is encountered in Narnia?" with the relevant sentence "If a human is encountered they are to be brought to her". The human is able to select the correct answer, "They are to be brought to the White Witch", even though the plot refers to the character by the pronoun her.
Furthermore, it is apparent that many questions expect a combination of various reasoning skills. The question "What is Xavier's mutant ability?" with the relevant sentence "Present are Lehnsherr, now known as Magneto, and the telepathic Professor Charles Xavier, who privately discuss their differing views on the relationship between humans and mutants", depicts this phenomena. The human reports that she utilized the keywords Xavier, mutant and ability, raking Xavier more predominantly. By identifying Professor Charles Xavier in the plot as referent of the most important keyword, she could eliminate the incorrect answers.
The human evaluator also conducted an extensive comparison of the baseline word-level models with the hierarchical CNN models. In particular, she looked at those questions where the performance of both model types differed most (in terms of the number of models out of 11 that solved the question correctly). There are 101 validation questions which the majority of hierarchical CNN models solved correctly but only a minority (at least six less) word-level models did so. These were compared to the 28 validation questions on which the word-level models outperformed the hierarchical ones.
No prevailing pattern could be identified for the few instances where the word-level models did better than the hierarchical ones. Yet, we found some evidence that the hierarchical models seem to do better for questions requiring matching longer answer candidates and handling lexical variation. An example for such a more complex question is "What happens to Deon in the end?". The relevant plot sentence is "He then transfers the dying Deon's consciousness into a spare robot through the modified MOOSE helmet", and the correct answer "His consciousness is transferred into a robot". All answer candidates consist of at least five words; the lexical overlap between the question and correct answer with the plot sentence is just {into, a, robot}. While only two baseline models identify the correct answer, all but one of the hierarchical models do so.
Additionally, among the 101 questions where the hierarchical models do far better than the word-level models there are only very few (18) questions where none of the word-level models predicted the correct answer. It seems to be the case that the hierarchical structure helps the model to gain confidence, causing more models to make the correct prediction. An example for this is the question "What does Lucius tell Harry?, where the relevant sentence is "Lucius reveals that Harry only saw a dream of Sirius being tortured; it was a method to lure Harry into the Death Eaters' grasp, not an actual situation., and the correct answer is "His vision of Sirius being tortured was a dream used to lure Harry to the Death . The majority of the word-level models predicted an incorrect answer "His vision of Sirius being tortured was true, and only five of them selected the correct answer. In contrast, all hierarchical models solved this question correctly.
The same comparison was conducted between the hierarchical CNN and RNN-LSTM models. Although there are improvements, which indicate that sequential processing is better suited for QA tasks, the RNN-LSTM models exhibit the same fundamental drawbacks. They suffer from coreference errors, lack the entailment ability, and are inefficient at keyword elimination. This observation reveals the fundamental weaknesses of our proposed network architecture and indicates directions for future improvements.
Conclusion
We proposed a machine reading comprehension model based on the compare-aggregate framework with a hierarchical attention structure that achieves state-of-the-art results on the MovieQA question answering dataset, greatly outperforming previous models. Then, we explored the limitations of our models and the behavioral difference between CNNs and RNN-LSTMs with adversarial examples generated at different linguistic levels (word vs. sentence level) and from different adversary's knowledge (black-box vs. white-box). In general, RNN-LSTM models outperformed CNN models, but our results for sentence-level black-box attacks indicate they might share the same weaknesses.
Finally, our intensive analysis on the differences between the model and human inference suggest that both models seem to learn matching patterns to select the right answer rather than performing plausible inferences as humans do. The results of these studies also imply that other human like processing mechanism such as referential relations, implicit real world knowledge, i.e., entailment, and answer by elimination via ranking plausibility (Hummel and Holyoak, 2005) should be integrated in the system to further advance machine reading comprehension.
A Supplemental Material
A.1 Model Details
The word embeddings are initialized from 300-dimensional pretrained GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) 9 that are kept fixed during training. Words not contained in these embeddings are initialized randomly, while all updatable weights are initialized according to the Xavier initialization (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) .
We train all models for five epochs, evaluating their performance on the validation set after each epoch. We keep the model with the best validation accuracy, which is usually achieved after one, or sometimes two or three training epochs.
For the CNN models, we started with the hyperparameters of Wang and Jiang (2016) and tuned the dropout rate of the pretrained embeddings, learning rate, and L2 regularization weight on the validation set. For the RNN-LSTM model we started from the hierarchical CNN model's hyperparameters and tuned the dropout and learning rate again. Figure 4 shows a MovieQA example question and an adversarial sentence generated by the AddQA approach. The adversarial sentence that is appended to the plot has a very high overlap with the question and one of the wrong answers. Although the sentence is grammatically wrong and meaningless, our model picked the wrong answer 4) in-9 http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove. 840B.300d.zip. stead of the correct 1). Figure 5 and 6 illustrate the sentence and the word attention weights of a CNN model before and after the adversarial attack. 
A.2 Adversarial Examples

